In this paper, we present a novel open-source pipeline for face registration based on Gaussian processes as well as an application to face image analysis. Non-rigid registration of faces is significant for many applications in computer vision, such as the construction of 3D Morphable face models (3DMMs). Gaussian Process Morphable Models (GPMMs) unify a variety of non-rigid deformation models with B-splines and PCA models as examples. GPMM separate problem specific requirements from the registration algorithm by incorporating domain-specific adaptions as a prior model. The novelties of this paper are the following: (i) We present a strategy and modeling technique for face registration that considers symmetry, multiscale and spatially-varying details. The registration is applied to neutral faces and facial expressions. (ii) We release an opensource software framework for registration and model-building demonstrated on the publicly available BU3D-FE database. The released pipeline also contains an implementation of an Analysisby-Synthesis model adaption of 2D face images, tested on the Multi-PIE and LFW database. This enables the community to reproduce, evaluate and compare the individual steps of registration to model-building and 3D/2D model fitting. (iii) Along with the framework release, we publish a new version of the Basel Face Model (BFM-2017) with an improved age distribution and an additional facial expression model. 75
I. INTRODUCTION
A popular approach for modeling the variability of human faces is the Morphable Model. Besides its capability to analyze a population of shapes, its primary purpose is the reconstruction of the 3D face surface from single face images as proposed in [1] . Crucial for the construction of the Morphable model is a dense correspondence between the points of the training surfaces. This is established with shape registration, which deforms a reference shape to match a given target shape. The quality of the provided target shapes heavily depends on the scanning process itself and is often corrupted with artifacts (hair, eyebrows), missing data and outliers. Facial expressions add another layer of complexity, which is mainly associated with the mouth opening and closing. Also, typical faces contain variability on different levels of detail and symmetrically correlating features. Algorithms, tailored for faces, such as [2] , successfully deal with these domain specific issues. One fundamental problem, however, is that the prior assumptions about the data are not separated from the registration algorithm itself. This results in a complex mix of concepts, all implemented as algorithmic components in the registration algorithm. Recently, [3] proposed a framework, based on Gaussian processes, which enables to model prior assumptions about the registration problem decoupled from the registration algorithm itself. The GPMM framework models deformations from a reference surface to a target surface as a Gaussian process GP(μ, k) with mean function μ : Ω → R 3 and covariance (or kernel) function k : Ω × Ω → R 3×3 . The kernel function k describes the type of deformations, and the Gaussian process itself models a probability distribution over the deformations, which is also called prior model.
In this paper, we derive a method for face registration based on Gaussian Process Morphable Models, where face specific domain knowledge is modeled with a Gaussian process. This approach has the following advantages:
• The method is conceptually simple because problem specific adaptions are decoupled from the registration algorithm. • Domain knowledge is modeled intuitively using building blocks in terms of kernels. • Extending the model does not require changing the registration algorithm. • As the deformation prior is generative, random samples can be drawn to check modeling assumptions visually. We show how to build a prior model for faces incrementally: 1) The geometric variability of the face can be decoupled into multiple levels of detail. We model this variability with multi-scale B-spline kernels and propose an adaption scheme to damp the predefined regions on different deformation scales spatially.
2) Facial shapes are nearly mirror symmetric. We model this by modeling symmetry with a mirror symmetric kernel.
3) We propose a simple statistical shape model kernel built from facial expression prototypes to model the opening and closing of the mouth. 4) To build a shape and texture model from the registered data, we propose a model-building method, which also handles regions with missing data.
A further primary purpose of this work is full reproducibility on publicly available data. We release the full face registration and model-building pipeline together with experiments on the model adaption of a single 2D image. By releasing the complete pipeline, tested on publicly available data, we provide full reproducibility for all the individual steps and the endresult of the pipeline.
We also release a new Basel Face Model (BFM-2017). The model contains facial expressions, is based on an improved age distribution compared to the model published by [4] and is built with training samples that have been recorded in a well-controlled environment.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes work related to this topic. Gaussian processes and their usage for modeling deformation priors are described in Section III-A and III-B. In Section III-C we propose a new kernel for face registration. The registration pipeline itself is explained in Section III-D. Section IV explains the different datasets that are used for this work. In Section V the quantitative and qualitative results of the BU3D-FE registration and a model adaption application of single 2D images are shown. At last, our conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The iterative closest point algorithm (ICP) [5] and its nonrigid extension (NICP), introduced by [2] and [6] are the most popular algorithms used for establishing the correspondence of 3D face shapes ( [4] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] ). Extending the nonrigid ICP to a specific problem domain or data-set requires changes in point search heuristics and stiffness weights, which makes the method complicated to adapt in practice. Additional extensions the NICP algorithm have also been proposed: [8] introduced independent local components for the NICP algorithm to handle the difficulty of facial expressions. In [9] , local statistical models, trained from registered data, are embedded as constraints in the NICP algorithm. In addition to NICP, alternative approaches for face registration have been proposed: In [11] , a registration algorithm with a B-spline based deformation model is shown. In [12] , the authors propose an algorithm based on thin-plate-splines, which handles different levels of detail and mirror symmetry. [13] propose to model facial expressions with mouth opening as isometric deformations on the face surface. [14] handle the expression problem by fitting an expression model of blendshapes before the shape registration step. In case of model-building, the BFM [4] is the most used Morphable Model in literature, and it was built on 200 neutral faces using NICP. Recently a large scale Morphable Model built from 10'000 faces has been proposed using NICP for registration [7] ). Both those models lack facial expressions. The Surrey face model contains facial expressions, which are built from 6 blendshapes and provides multiple resolutions of their shape model [15] . A statistical shape model (no color) was built on the BU-3DFE face database using a multilinear expression model [16] . After registration and model-building, we demonstrate the applicability of the model with an inverse rendering application of 2D face images. Unlike the approach by [17] , which is used in this work, most methods only recover shape but ignore color and illumination. An overview over current inverse rendering techniques is contained in [17] . A recent publication presents an end-to-end learning of rendering and model adaptation incorporating a 3DMM [18] .
III. METHOD

A. Gaussian Processes for Face Registration
For establishing correspondence among the individual surfaces, we use an approach for non-rigid registration proposed by [3] . In this approach, registration is formulated as a modelfitting problem, where the model is obtained by modelling the possible deformation of a reference surface, using a Gaussian process. More precisely, let Γ R ⊂ R 3 be the reference surface, which should be in our case be a face mesh of high quality and anatomically normal shape. To define the model, we assume that any target face Γ T ⊂ R 3 can be written as a deformed version of this reference shape with a deformation field u : Γ R → R d , i.e.
We define a prior over the possible deformations using a Gaussian process u ∼ GP (μ, k), where μ : Γ R → R 3 is a mean function and k : Γ R × Γ R → R 3×3 is a covariance function. The mean function defines the average deformation from the reference that we expect (which is typically the zero function, assuming that the reference is an average face) and the covariance function defines the characteristics of the allowed deformations. The resulting model is a fully probabilistic model over face shapes. To see this, notice that for every face Γ T we can now assign a probability p(Γ T ) = p(u) = GP (μ, k) determined by the Gaussian process. Conceptually, the registration problem is now cast as the MAP problem
To turn this conceptual problem into a practical one, we need to fix the likelihood function p(Γ T |u, Γ R ) and find a strategy to optimize the problem. For the likelihood function we define the distance between a point x and the target surface as
with ρ as a loss function and CP ΓT (x) as the closest point on surface Γ T to x:
Assuming independence of the errors at every vertex, we obtain the likelihood function:
with Z as a normalization constant. To parameterize the infinite dimensional optimization problem, [3] propose to approximate the model using a truncated Karhunen-Loève expansion. This leads to a parametric modelũ(α, x) of the formũ
where λ i ∈ R are weights and φ i : Γ R → R 3 corresponding basis function. Note that under this approximation, the probability of observing the target shape Γ T is completely determined by the parameter vector α = (α 1 , . . . , α r ) T and thus
The final registration problem is then:
This is a parametric optimization problem, which can be approached using standard optimization algorithms. For this work, an implementation of LBGFS [19] was used.
B. Combining Kernels
The covariance function k : Γ R × Γ R → R 3×3 defines the characteristics of the deformations. In general, kernels can be combined the following way: Let g, h : Ω × Ω → R be two symmetric positive semi-definite kernels and f : Ω → R an arbitrary function. Then the following rules can be used to generate new positive semi-definite kernels, which is well described in [20] :
C. A Shape Prior tailored for Face Registration
In this section we show how to build a deformation prior for face registration. As the reference surface Γ R we have chosen the mean shape of the Basel Face Model. It is therefore a good assumption to choose the mean deformation to be the zero function,
1) Multi-scale Deformations: As the basis of the model, we chose the multi-scale B-spline kernel, introduced in [21] . Given a univariate third order B-spline b 3 and the function
with k evaluated in the support of the B-spline and d = 3.
The multiple scales are defined as
with level j from coarse j to fine j and multiplied by the identity matrix I to get a matrix valued kernel. The value s is the deformation scale per level and thus defines how far the correlating points can deform. It is chosen such that coarse scale levels are able to deform more than finer levels. This kernel defines smoothly varying function on multiple scale-levels. The individual scales can be decoupled as a superposition of different levels as shown 2) Spatially Varying Scales: Typical face shapes contain small scale variability around the eyes and mouth, but are rather smooth around the cheeks. Therefore we have divided the face into smooth regions and combine this information with the multi-scale B-spline kernel. This leads to a model with small scale deformations around the eyes and mouth region, while the cheeks are still restricted to smooth, large scale deformations (see Figure 2 : Regions).
where χ j : Γ R → [0, 1] are smooth indicator functions that determine if the kernel is active (i.e. χ j (x) = 1) at location x for level j and k j (x, x ) is a single scale B-spline kernel defined as in (11) . In Figure 2 , random samples of the described kernel are shown in comparison to samples from the standard non-varying kernel.
3) Symmetry: A face is nearly mirror symmetric, which should be reflected in the model. We follow an approach to define axial symmetric kernels proposed in [22] . Given an arbitrary scalar-valued kernel function k : Γ R × Γ R → R, the authors have shown how to define valid matrix-valued kernel k : Γ R × Γ R → R 3 for modelling mirror-symmetric deformation fields. The symmetric covariance function is given by
where I is the 3 × 3 identity matrix and
Intuitively, this construction takes a definition k(x, x ) of how the function values at two points x, x on the surface Fig. 1 . Multi-scale registration example. On the left, the registration results with different levels of details are shown. Shape Level 1 is the result of the registration simply with the lowest scale. From Level 1 to Level 4 the number of levels is increased, which leads to details on finer scales. It is to point out that the changes in Level 1 to Level 2 are of coarse nature and represent head shape and coarse positioning of nose and eyes. In Level 3 to Level 4, fine deformation changes, such as folds, eye and nose shape are visible. On the right side, the full registration result (all scales) in comparison to the target shape in blue is visualized. Γ R are correlated. Then the correlations of the three components of the resulting deformation field are constructed by multiplying with the identity matrix I. To achieve mirrorsymmetry, the minus sign is introduced in the first component to ensure that correlation between two points, which are on the opposite side of the symmetry plane lead to the inverse correlations. The symmetry is integrated in the face model by combining symmetric and asymmetric deformations to make the face samples look more realistic. In Figure 3 a comparison between a normal and a symmetrized kernel is visualized. 4) Core Expression Model: In facial expressions, the opening and closing of the mouth cannot be modelled simply with a smooth kernel, such as a B-spline or radial basis function. Since the points on the upper and lower lip are close, they correlate strongly, which hinders an opening deformation. One approach is the usage of a new reference with an open mouth. However, the registration with multiple templates is inconvenient in practice. The second row in Figure 4 can cope with both situations, we combine a simple statistical shape model with the previously described prior model. To build this facial expression kernel we make use of the facial expression reference shapes (anger, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise) u i to compute the mean
and covariance function
The facial expression kernel k sm (x, x ) can be combined with another kernel according to the rules in (9) , which again results in a valid kernel function. For the face registration we use the kernel formulated in the previous sections k svms (x, x ) in combination with the core model. The final deformation model is defined by symmetrizing the spatially-varying kernel
and augment the function with the facial expression kernel: In Figure 4 , bottom row, the results of a registration using k expr (x, x ) are shown. All the test-cases, the closed, as well as the open mouth samples, have been accurately registered.
D. The registration algorithm
Algorithm 1 High level overview: Registration procedure 1: procedure REGISTRATION 2:
Compute posterior model GP (μ p , k p ) for landmarks 3: α ← 0 n (initial solution) 4: for η ← (1e − 1, 1e − 2, . . . , 1e − 5) do 5:
Γ(α) ← Current best fit (surface) 6: Find and discard outliers using Γ(α) 7: if line annotations available then 8:
Find matching line landmarks using Γ(α) 9:
Compute posterior model for lines 10: end if 11: α ←solution to (8) with regularization weight η 12:
end for 13: end procedure So far we have described how the registration algorithm works in principle: We formulate a Gaussian process model GP (μ, k) as a prior and minimize (8) . The steps are summarized in Algorithm 1. In the first step we make use of the provided landmark points in the registration. GPMM [3] make it possible to include those landmarks directly into the prior by considering the deformationû i := l i T −l i R between a landmark pair l i R , l i T , as a noisy observation of the true deformationû, i.e.
and applying Gaussian regression to it, as described in [3] . The resulting posterior distribution assigns a low probability to any deformation u that does not match the specified landmarks (up to the specified uncertainty σ). The posterior model is again a Gaussian process, and thus can be used instead of the original prior, without changing the algorithm. The registration problem (8) is optimized in different steps with decreasing regularization weights. In each step, all the points of the model for which the current fit is further away from the target surface than some predefined threshold or whose closest point is a boundary point (indicating a hole in the target surface) are eliminated from the optimization.
To describe the distance metric that has been used, we denote CP ΓT (x) as defined in (4) and calculate the distance (3) with ρ as the Huber loss function defined by
E. Building the Morphable Model 1) Missing Data: To build a color model, the closest corresponding color value of the target mesh is extracted at all points on of the registered mesh. Since the target scans are often incomplete and contain holes, not every point in the registration can be assigned a color value. To address this issue we introduce a binary indicator variable z ∈ {0, 1} to specify whether a reliable color at a point x exists or not. We then compute the color mean using only the available colors
When estimating the covariance function for the color model we use an additional kernel k cs (x, x ) to express our prior similar to the smoothness assumption for the shape surface. 1 Based on z i and z i we use either the empirical covariance or the the covariance specified by the prior kernel. The full color covariance function handling missing data is then
with c(x, x ) as the same term used in the empirical estimate:
2) Expression Model: We extend the original face model to a multi-linear model to handle expressions as described in [23] . The multi-linear statistical model consists of two independent models for face shape and face color as well as an additional model for the deformations by facial expression. Facial expression is modeled as a difference from the neutral face shape.
IV. DATA
A. BU-3DFE Database
The Binghamton University 3D Facial Expression Database (BU-3DFE) [24] has neutral and expression scans of 100 individuals. Per individual it contains 6 facial expressions with 4 levels of strength. For the registration pipeline we use the raw data without cropping and a single expression strength (Level 4).
For the F3D data 83 detected landmarks are given. The RAW data has 5 landmarks. We used an ICP alignment to transfer the F3D landmarks onto the RAW data. Additionally, we clicked 23 landmarks for all neutral scans and expression scans of level 4 for the registration and used the F3D points for correspondence evaluation.
All scans have a texture file which is constructed from two pictures (±45 degrees), see also the bottom row of Figure 4 . However, no ambient illumination was ensured, and many illumination effects (e.g., shadows on both sides of the nose or strong specular highlights) are visible. Additional disadvantages like make-up, facial hair or hair falling into the facial area do occur. We demonstrate the advantages of controlled data compared to the BU-3DFE data in Section V.
B. Basel Scans
We used the face scans introduced in [4] which are scanned under a strictly controlled environment. For further details about the data we refer the reader to the original publication. In contrast to [4] , we used an improved age distribution which includes more people over 40 years. The advantages of using the Basel scans for building a high quality 3DMM are:
• Strict setting for scanning: No make-up, beards or hair in the facial area. • Number of scans: more individuals than in BU-3DFE. • Texture quality: Ambient illumination and the texture in high resolution and good quality. • Age: Known at scanning time. • Expressions: 6 types (anger, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise), controlled conditions. In case of the Basel scans, also contour lines are available. We have included them in the registration by calculating a posterior model to the closest points on the line before every registration step, as mentioned in Algorithm 1.
For the new Basel Face Model (BFM-2017), a more representative data distribution compared to the original BFM (see also [4] ) has been selected. Also, a facial expression model has been included, built from 160 examples. The data has been chosen the following: [25] ). The lack of older people was corrected.
Face Region
Dist Figure 5 it is visible that the selected data is closer to the real age distribution (e.g., from the European Union). Moreover, the improved age distribution reflects the importance of people older than 40 years. This group has facial attributes like sacking and wrinkles, which young people (below 30) are mostly lacking off.
V. RESULTS
A. Landmark Evaluation
To provide a measure of the registration accuracy with the BU-3DFE database, we compare our registrations to the landmarks, which are provided with the BU-3DFE database. To evaluate an average distance error, the landmarks of the registrations are compared to the positions that are provided with the BU-3DFE dataset. In Table I , the average distance error per region is shown. We sorted the BU-3DFE landmarks as described in [14] , to match their evaluation scheme. The proposed registration shows a similar correspondence as annotated in the BU-3DFE database and are on par with the evaluation in [14] . The high standard deviation is due to the fact that all expressions are evaluated together. Expressions, such as anger and fear heavily affect the shape of the eye and eyebrows, which in turn have impacts on the standard deviation. To enable a better comparison in future work, we provide our manually clicked landmarks on the reference mesh together with the source code.
B. Inverse Rendering
The original application of 3D Morphable Face Models proposed in [1] is an inverse rendering task. Inverse rendering aims to estimate all necessary parameters θ of an image formation process to generate a given target image. The full model consists of the statistical shape, color and expression model, a pinhole camera model as well as spherical harmonics for illumination modeling ( [26] , [27] ). To complete the framework, we include an implementation of a recent technique to estimate the parameters from a single still image. The framework we are implementing is a fully probabilistic model adaptation framework [17] based on Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling. The face model is integrated as a prior on facial shape, expressions and color appearance into this model adaptation framework. Such a strong prior is necessary to be able to reconstruct the 3D shape from a single 2D image. We extended the model adaptation framework to handle facial expressions by including expression proposals like the ones for the shape and color coefficients as described in [28] . This is the first publicly available implementation of a 3D Morphable Model adaptation framework in an Analysis-by-Synthesis setting including facial expressions.
We present results of our face model adaptation method on the Multi-PIE database [29] . For our experiments we used the neutral and smiling photographs of 249 individuals in the first session in four poses (0 • camera 051, 15 • camera 140, 30 • camera 130, 45 • camera 080) under frontal illumination (illumination 16). We show the different poses and expressions together with their fitting results in Figure 6 . We perform an unconstrained face recognition experiment over pose and expressions, see Table II . The face recognition results are competitive compared to state of the art inverse rendering techniques. Additionally we present qualitative results in a more realistic setting on the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) database [30] in Figure 7 . For all fitting experiments we initialized the pose with 9 manually annotated landmarks. VI. CONCLUSION As a first central contribution, we presented a non-rigid registration method for facial shapes based on Gaussian process registration. The framework cleanly separates domainspecific knowledge as modeled by a Gaussian process from the actual registration algorithm. We specifically demonstrated how to build a prior model for face registration by combining multiple deformation scales, symmetry and mouth opening for facial expressions using kernel modeling techniques. The pipeline has been made available open source together with the publicly available face database to reach full reproducibility based on open data. Part of the framework is a model-building pipeline, which enables the construction of a 3DMM from registered data, and an inverse rendering software, which applies the built model to 2D images of faces. Furthermore, we release a new BFM-2017 based on high-quality shape and color data with facial expressions and an improved age distribution. With qualitative and quantitative evaluations, we compared the model performance for inverse rendering and face recognition. We showed that the new Basel face model outperforms the model built on the BU3D-FE dataset and also its predecessor from 2009 [4] . With this work on face registration and the release of an open pipeline for registration, model-building and model fitting, we enable the community to reproduce and compare the results of neutral and facial expression registration, model-building and model-fitting. The pipeline code has been released on Github 2 and the new BFM-2017 with expressions is available for download on our website 3 .
ACKNOWLEDGMENT This work has been funded by a Swiss National Science foundation project (SNF153297). Table II ). The second row shows qualitative model adaptation results using the BFM-2017 model. Fig. 7 . Qualitative model adaptation results on the LFW database. On the left the original target image followed by the results obtained by the different models. The new model leads to consistently better results than the old one and the one built on lower quality data from the BU3D-FE dataset.
